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Abstract. The paper concentrates on data models that differ from the tradi-
tional relational one by Codd (1970). In particular, we are interested in pro-
cessing graph databases (graph datasets) without any pre-configured struc-
ture, in which graph nodes may represent different objects and graph edges –
relations between them. In this approach, the linguistic summarization meth-
ods for graph datasets are introduced, and differences for these methods with
respect to traditional relational approach are shown, commented and im-
proved in comparison to the preceding proposition (Strobin, Niewiadomski,
2016). The novelty of the paper is mostly the new form for summaries: Multi-
Subject linguistic summaries of graph databases, previously introduced for
relational databases (Superson, 2018).
Keywords: graph data model, graph databases, linguistic summarization
of graph datasets, customer relationship management, Neo4j, data mining,
data, fuzzy representations of data.

1. Introduction

The paper focuses on the problem of adapting computational methods within
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to rapidly increasing amounts of data stored and pro-
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cessed in various repositories. Currently known and developed methods have to
deal with analyzing and processing data, the number of which is expressed even in
petabytes (PB, 1015B). Using traditional relational representation [1] and related
software to process such amount of data is naturally limited mostly because of in-
efficiency of known methods and limited structure of the model. That is why col-
lections of data are more and more frequently represented using other data models,
including the graph model. In addition, to obtain comprehensive answers to users
queries in a short (meaning: efficient) response time, it is important to represent
results not only with real numbers and/or statistics, but, primarily, with natural or
quasi-natural language, the most comprehensible manner of communication to a
typical user. So, we deal with expressions like About half of objects have very high
value of attribute X, e.g. [2, 3, 4]. They are renewed and adapted to process and
represent knowledge in graph datasets. It causes that the problem of selecting the
subject of the summary is not trivial and requires some new searching methods,
while in relational databases a simple equality ”Subject = set of records” takes
place.

Hence, apart from selection methods for subjects of summaries in graph data-
sets, the paper introduces new forms of linguistic summaries: Multi-Subject Type
Linguistic Summaries and some quality measures that enable assessments for gen-
erated summaries more precisely than those dedicated for a relational data model,
formerly pointed by Bartczak in [5], in Section 5. Finally, illustrative examples of
summarizing real graph datasets are shown and commented.

2. Motivation and Related Work

The inspiration to start the research in this topic has been given by the PhD
Thesis by Strobin. However, the current research refers to it and enhances the for-
mer approach.

A relational model of data organization was originally published by Codd in
1970 [1]. Since then, the relation model of data organizing and representing is the
most popular and frequently applied as the main standard in applications. Unfor-
tunately, relational databases are not being adapted to still growing and evolving
requirements of web applications, especially these operating on Big Data, with
amounts of data expressed in petabytes, with dynamic temporal variability, par-
tially structured or unstructured organization, and used by large numbers of users
[6]. Famous examples of such applications include e.g. social media Facebook,
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LinkedIn, or database management systems like Apache. The so-called NoSQL
databases, meaning Not Only SQL, exist since late sixties, but in fact never ex-
plored intensively as a research topic [7]. Nowadays, large and leading IT compa-
nies, e.g. Google and Amazon have contributed to increase the popularity of the
idea of ”Not Only SQL”, mostly to find solutions to problems related to scalabil-
ity and parallel processing of large amounts of data, like those used in applications
Gmail, Google Maps, Google Earth, Google Finance, and Google applications and
search engine built [8].

In particular, in this paper, we focus on using artificial intelligence and fuzzy
computing methods to mine and represent data collected in such sets organized
within graph structures. We concentrate mostly on the linguistic representation
of data stored in graphs with linguistic summaries of data, see [9]. Some former
work have been done by the authors, e.g. representing and evaluating quality of
data summaries via general and interval-valued fuzzy sets [3, 10] and [11], respec-
tively. Besides, first attempts of summarizing partially structured data in graphs
are presented in [6, 12]. Multisubjectivity in linguistic summaries is introduced
in [13]. One of objectives of this paper is to test empirically the performance of
graph database by mining and summarizing huge amounts of data. The problem
of choosing subjects of summary in graph datasets is also addressed. Verification
of calculations on the base of membership functions of fuzzy sets representing
summarizers S and other elements of summaries, like Q – linguistic quantifiers,
are presented. As the main novelty of the paper the authors propose a new method
of representing data in graph model: Multi-Subject Type Linguistic Summaries of
Graph Databases, formerly mentioned by Bartczak in [5].

Computational examples of graph datasets linguistic summarization are pre-
sented with a real database containing approx. 330 000 records using Neo4j DBMS.

3. Data structure and representation in graph databases

This section provides a brief description of the data structures in the repre-
sentation of graphs and presenting possible ways to construct a graph database.
In addition, it shows the differences and similarities of the relational model with
graph model.

Basics Graph database use graph structure with nodes. In this model, the data
objects are represented by vertices, and the links between them - by the edges.
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Vertices can have any attributes, and can be freely associated [6]. Implementation
of such a graph model is i.e. hierarchical structure in the company. The solution
may be based on a database such as Neo4j, FlockDB [14].

The following is an example of which is shown illustration model graph data-
base. The crimson color is indicated edges and the gray tops of the graph. This
example is a model graph labeled. This means that the edges and vertices are la-
beled1.

Figure 1: An example of a non-relational database: labeled graph model

The dataset organized within this model is used in the experiments, as shown
in Figure 2.

Schema has been created based on the data contained in the database used. The
data were collected in a format .csv file. Neo4j also has the ability to import data
created earlier structure JSON format. I believe that with such a structure created
I get interesting, rewarding me the results.

Schema generation is also possible by converting the relational model to a
graph. You need to prepare a relational database schema, and then use 2G, which

1The structure of the graph database has been developed with the online program available at
http://www.apcjones.com/arrows/.
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Figure 2: The graph model database used in the experiment (fragment). The
database is generated with Neo4j.

performs the conversion of the relational model to graph model called "3NF Equiv-
alent Graph". The transformation between the base and the relational graph is
asymmetrical, i.e. the relational model to graph model is possible, but with the
relational model to graph model.

Notes on the drawbacks of a relational data model for data mining and repre-
sentation In this part of the article will be compared with the relational databases
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graph by combining their advantages and disadvantages.

A relational database has the following advantages:

• The ability to model any data structure without introducing redundancy or
loss of precision, through a process of standardization;

• Ability to add, modify, and retrieve data using SQL (Structured Query Lan-
guage).

Unfortunately, relational data model, however, has several disadvantages:

• Poor performance of complex queries;

• Low scalability difficulty in changing the structure of the database after a
certain time;

• Relational model requires the creation of so-called ORM layers (Object -
Relational Mapping) during cooperation with the technology and object-
oriented languages.

Graph database eliminates problems relational model. Is the basis of efficient,
flexible and easily scalable [15]. Performance model in search of the complex rela-
tionships between objects can argue the direct links between objects - the edges of
the graph. Experiments have shown in [16] the article the graph database advan-
tage over a relational database for queries complex (i.e. those which require the
implementation of many operations splice) [6].

4. The linguistic summaries of graph databases

In this part of the publication will be demonstrated in the basic form of lin-
guistic summary, as well as will be discussed and imaged several examples of
calculating membership summarizer. Moreover, the pattern will be discussed in
the Summary of Dependencies by Strobin.

4.1. The concept of linguistic summaries

The concept of linguistic summaries of databases is based on the Zadeh calcu-
lation. These calculation concerns expressions quantified linguistically. Two forms
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of linguistic summaries will be presented:

Q P is/are S [T ] (1)

Ex. A lot of complaints from clients concerns a high amount [0.83]

Q P which W is/are S [T ] (2)

Ex. A lot of complaints from clients which made with the summer concerns a
high amount [0.63].

These forms were presented among others in [17], [4] articles.
In both forms of Q is a linguistic quantifier represented by an aggregation op-

erator (in the present case is the fuzzy quantifier), for example, many, less, more
than 900. P is the subject of the summary, for example, men, women, car or cars.
S is summarizers, linguistic expressions, which refers to properties of objects in-
volved in the summary. Examples summarizers in fuzzy sets high (increase) or low
(increase) etc. T [0, 1] is a degree of truth and it determines how a defined formu-
lation is close to reality. T values are determined on the basis to the Zadeh calculus
concerns quantifiable expressions linguistically and other methods described in the
works. Symbol W appears only in the second formula, it is a qualifier, represented
by a fuzzy set that represents the additional properties of the objects involved in
the summary [13].

4.2. The choice of an entity of the summary in the graph model

In the case of a relational database, the subject is a column. Linguistic sum-
maries of the relational model are trivial. Unfortunately, in the case of graph model
choice of entity is not obvious. In the graph G with a set of vertices, in V hould
define the type of vertex to the linguistic summary, it means defined a subset of
vertices P, which will be treated as subjects summaries. This is a defined condi-
tion K, which must take into consideration vertex, so he could find yourself in a
set of subjects.

P = {p ∈ V : K(p)} (3)

where V- is set of vertices in the graph G, P is a set of subjects, K is a condition
which must take into consideration vertex in graph.

I choose in the analyzed case as an entity is complaints (problems) submitted
by customers.
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4.3. Summary of Dependencies: Original and Improved

The method of linguistic summaries of graphical relations introduced by Łukasz
Strobin in [18] is the so-called Summary of Dependencies. The purpose of the new
form is to answer the question: "What characterizes pairs of connected vertices?".
The subject P of this new form of summaries is not a set of objects and their at-
tributes, but a set of pairs of vertices connected with each other by a given semantic
dependence. We are changing the field of summaries. In the case of summaries of
relationships between vertices, we can determine the full set of PG entities as a set
of all vertex pairs in the graph G between which the given semantic dependence
occurs.

For such summaries, the summarizers S concerns the relationship between
vertex attributes. An example of such a summary of the database of people may
be, for example, "Most (Q) people (PG) in married couples (ZG) have a similar
age (S )". As you can see, the quantifier Q has the same meaning as in the case
of typical linguistic summaries. The summarizers S can take the form of a fuzzy
set (as in the example shown) or a sharp one, e.g. "the same age". ZG is the type
of connection that must be present in each pair from the subject, that is - the set
semantic dependence.

After selecting the set of vertex pairs pi = (Vi,Vk) ∈ PG, i , j being the sum-
mation entity, attributes should be retrieved for each vertex. In general, the set of
attributes for each vertex may be different, i.e. AV j , AVk . However, in the case
of a summarizer operating on pairs of values, no value for attribute does not make
sense, so the realm on which such summarizer operate is defined as A = AV j ∩AVk .
In this proposed form of linguistic summaries, summarizers are functions that op-
erate on two arguments - attribute values for each of the vertices of the pair consti-
tuting the summary entity. The first step is to define a function that compares the
attribute values, and then - to calculate the value of the membership function µ
for a given linguistic variable [18].

The following are two comparison functions, for discrete values of the attribute
(where the value can be a set), and for numerical values:

1. The comparison function for the discrete attribute values:

simz(a(V j), a(Vk)) =
2 ∗ |a(V j) ∩ a(Vk)|
|a(V j)| + |a(Vk)|

(4)

Note that when a (V j) and a (Vk) are collections function value is 1 when the
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values are the same, and 0 - if they are different. Thus, the above formula is
a generalization of a simple equivalence.

Example 1 Let A - responses from the company to the consumer
(V j) = {"Closed with monetary relief", "Closed", "Closed with explanation"}
(Vk) = {"Closed without relief", "Closed with monetary relief"}

simz =
2∗|{"closed with.","closed","with explanation"}∩{"closed without.","closed with."}|
|{"closed with.","closed","with explanation"}|+|{"closed without.","closed with."}| =

= 2∗1
3+2 = 0.4

2. The comparison function for the numerical values:

simz(a(V j), a(Vk)) =
2 ∗ |a(V j) − a(Vk)|
|a(V j)| + |a(Vk)|

(5)

Example 2 Let a - the number of complaints, (V j) = 15000 and (Vk) =

2000). Then

simz = 1 − 2∗|15000−2000|
|15000|+|2000| = 1 − 2∗13000

17000 = 1 − 26000
17000 ≈ 1 − 1.52 ≈ −0.52

After analysis, I can say that the model is modified. When using the above formula
in the calculation comparison function attribute values, in some cases we receive
negative values. What we can see in the example above. After several attempts to
modify and adapt the model obtained the following form:

simz(a(V j), a(Vk)) = 1 −
|a(V j) − a(Vk)|
|a(V j)| + |a(Vk)|

(6)

Then, for the above example, we obtain the following result:

simz = 1 − |15000−2000|
|15000|+|2000| = 1 − 13000

17000 = 4000
17000 ≈ 0.235

Both functions operate in simz set [0, 1], so that it is possible to apply one
group of linguistic variables, i.e. "The same", "very like", "similar", "somewhat
similar ", "different".

In addition to linguistic variables such it is also possible to define other, eg.
on dates. Then the comparison function (simz) can be eg. The difference between
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dates in years, and properly selected must be linguistic variables.
Using the above formulas ((3) and (4)), express quality measures of linguistic

summaries just like classic summaries. The difference lies in the field of the sum-
mary and is not a set of tuples, but the set of pairs of vertices.

For such defined summaries, we define the following quality measures:
The degree of truth T for a summary of dependencies is evaluated with a

formula
T (QPG are S z

j) = µQ
rG

m
(7)

where m - number of pairs of vertices which are summaries subjects and rG

is expressed by the formula:

rG =

m∑
i=1

µS (simz(v j, vk)) (8)

Where simz is a function of comparing the attribute values, and µS - member-
ship function for the summarizer S . Similarly to the classic linguistic summaries,
in summaries, we define the summary of dependencies with a qualifier [18].

rG =

∑m
i=1(µS Z

∧
Wz(PG

i ))∑m
i=1 µWz(PG

i )
=

∑m
i=1 µS

∧
Wz(simz(v j, vk))∑m

i=1 µWz(simz(v j, vk))
(9)

Linguistic summaries frequently refer to the whole set, for example, "A lot of
complaints from clients concerns a high amount." A qualifier causes that we refer
to the appropriate subject, for example. "A lot of complaints from clients which
made with the summer concerns a high amount.".

5. Multi-Subject Type Linguistic Summaries of Graph
Databases

Considering the formula (6), the author of the research work has developed a
new way to calculate the degree of truth of the linguistic summaries in the graph
data model. According to the author of the thesis, the new formula is simpler to
implement and more transparent.

It includes two forms: first, where there is no linguistic quantifier and the sec-
ond one in which it does exist. Then on their basis invented and introduced an orig-
inal and new method - multi-subject type linguistic summaries of graph databases.
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The newly defined formula takes into account the n number of the subject. This
can be seen in the following examples.

The first of the proposed forms for calculating the degree of truth of the sum-
mary for one subject may take the following formula:

T = 1 −
|V j − Vk|

|V j + Vk|
(10)

where T is degree of truth, V j and Vk are vertices in the graph G. V j is count of
data, in which an entity meets selected condition (has the desired feature), and Vk

is a count of data, which does not meet this condition. This can be shown with
mathematical properties: V j ∈ Vk, Vk < S and Vd

j = Vk. In the analyzed case S is
summarizers, which is represented through a fuzzy set or classical set.

When calculating the degree of truth of the summary, at the final step we sub-
tract the obtained result based on checking the similarity of attributes from 1. We
do this, that to get the result which showing us how close true is summary. Other-
wise, we will get information on how the summary is far from the truth.

Example 3 Let V j will be the complaints which got a timely response, and Vk are
complaints which not got a timely response. t was assumed that the complaints that
received responses in the time accepted were 1500, and complaints that did not get
them 200.

Summary: Complaints have been dealt with at a specific time (timely response)
[0.82].

T = 1 − |1500−200|
|1500+200| = 1 − |1300|

|1700| = 1400
1700 ≈ 0, 82

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0,82 the sentence (summary) was considered
to be true.

Degree of truth for second with mentioned above (with a linguistic quantifier)
form may be evaluated with a formula:

T = 1 −

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (RMAX + RMIN)
2

−

(
1 −
|V j − Vk|

|V j + Vk|

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (11)

where RMAX is the maximum range and RMIN is the minimum range of the linguis-
tic quantifier. In this form, expert knowledge is required. Exemplary a frequency
distribution is presented below:
x ∈< 0; 0.1) very little
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x ∈< 0.05; 0.45) f ew
x ∈< 0.40; 0.60) about hal f
x ∈< 0.55; 0.85) many
x ∈< 0.80; 1.00 > most
wherex ∈ X
Quantifier Q can be represented in this way: Q ∈< RMIN ,RMAX >.

Example 4 Let VJ will be the complaints which got a timely response, and VK are
complaints which not got a timely response. It was assumed that the complaints
that received responses in the time accepted were 1500, and complaints that did
not get them 200.

Summary: Many complaints have been dealt with at a specific time (timely
response) [0.88].

T = 1 −
∣∣∣∣ (0.85+0.55)

2 −
(
1 − |1500−200|

|1500+200|

)∣∣∣∣ ≈ 1 − 0.12 ≈ 0.88

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0, 88 – the sentence (summary) was consid-
ered to be true.

A new method has been proposed for linguistic summaries in the graph data
model: Multi-Subject Type Linguistic Summaries. Multi-subject linguistic sum-
maries are an extension of the classic, existing concepts of summaries databases.
Multi-subject type for linguistic summaries allows of summaries the data based on
not just one entity. Until now, they did not exist for a graph data model.

The author’s method takes four forms:
The first of the presented forms for multi-subject type linguistic summaries:

QP1 relatively to P2 is/are S 1 (46)

where S 1 is summarizers which are representing through fuzzy set, and P1 and P2
are linguistics subjects. In graph databases, subjects are vertices, which are shown
through symbols V j and Vk. Degree of truth in this form is calculating through a
formula:

T = 1 −
|(V j + Vk) − (V j + Vk)|
|(V j + Vk) + (V j + Vk)|

| (12)

Example 5 Ex. summary: Complaints made by older Americans relative to com-
plaints made by elderly people receive a timely response.

Count of complaints made by older Americans is 1500, count of complaints no
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made by older Americans is 500, count of complaints made by elderly people is
200, and count of complaints no made by elderly people is 1700.

T = 1 − |(1500+500)−(200+1700)|
|(1500+500)+(200+1700)| =

= 38
39 ≈ 0, 97

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0,97 - the sentence (summary) was consid-
ered to be true.

The second of the presented forms for multi-subject type linguistic summaries:

P1 or P2 is/are S 2 (13)

Calculation degree of truth it possible by applying the following formula:

T = 1 −
|V j + Vk|∑

PG (14)

where PG is count of full set of subject, set of all vertex pairs in the graph G. V j is
count of data, in which the first subject meets the selected condition (subject has
a feature), and Vk is count of data, in which the second subject meets this condition.

Example 6 Ex. summary: Complaints made by older Americans or complaints
made by elderly people receive a timely response.

Let as in the previous example: count of complaints made by older Americans
is 1500, count of complaints made by elderly people is 200. The full set of entities
is 5000.
Then:

T = 1 − |1500+200|
|5000|

T = 1 − |1700|
|5000|

T = 1 − |17|
|50| ≈ 0, 66

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0,66 - the sentence (summary) was consid-
ered to be true.

The first and second forms do not require the use of measures or fuzzy models
e.g. quantifiers to compare two subjects. This approach allows you to quickly gen-
erate summaries whose content is intuitive.
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For the third of the proposed forms for the set of data which were represented
by the graph database, calculation the degree of truth it is possible by applying the
following formula:

Q P1 relatively to P2 is/are S 1 (15)

T = 1 −

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (RMAX + RMIN)
2

−

(
1 −
|(V j + Vk) − (V j + Vk)|
|(V j + Vk) + (V j + Vk)|

) ∣∣∣∣∣∣ (16)

Example 7 An example of a summary that uses the third form (15): Most com-
plaints made by older Americans with reference to the elderly people are dealt
with in a timely accepted [0.93].

Let: complaints made by older Americans constitute 1500, omplaints not filed
by elderly Americans 500, complaints made by elderly people 200, and complaints
not submitted by elderly people 1700. The linguistic quantifier "most" accepts val-
ues in the range x ∈< 0.8; 1 >.
Then

T = 1 −
∣∣∣∣ (0.8+1)

2 −
(
1 − |(1500+500)−(200+1700)|

|(1500+500)+(200+1700)|

)∣∣∣∣
T = 1 −

∣∣∣∣0.9 − (
1 − |100|

|3900|

)∣∣∣∣ ≈ 0.93

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0.93 – the sentence is considered to be true.
Summaries in the third form allow receiving information about selected fea-

tures S 1 subjects, depending on the conditions that both subjects should be meets.
In this case, will be taken on attention data which concerns older Americans and
elderly people.

The fourth form among the suggested forms of multi-subject type linguistic
summaries on graph database looks like this:

QP1 or P2 is/are S 1 (17)

Degree of truth can be evaluated by the formula:

T = 1 −

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (RMAX + RMIN)
2

−

(
1 −
|V j + Vk|∑

PG

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ (18)

Example 8 Ex. summary: Most of the complaints made by older Americans or
elderly people received a timely response.

Let: complaints made by older Americans is 1500, and complaints made by
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elderly people is 200. Quantifier „most”has values in a range < 0.8, 1 >.
Then:

T = 1 −

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (0,8+1)
2 −

(
1 − |1500+200|

5000

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
T ≈ 0, 76

Degree of the truth of the summary is 0,76 – the sentence is considered to be true.
Summaries in the fourth form allow receiving information about selected fea-

tures S 1 subjects, depending on the conditions that one of the subjects must be
meets (at least one). In this case, will be taken on attention data which concerns
older Americans or elderly people.

In this chapter, I discussed four selected forms of linguistic summaries. I pre-
sented a few forms to prove and illustrate that they are possible linguistic sum-
maries for more than one subject of graph databases. Forms of linguistic sum-
maries can be much more. I analyzed the forms proposed in [19] for graph database

QP1 relatively to P2 is/are S 1 (19)

QP1 being S 2 relatively to P2 is/are S 1 (20)

More P1 than P2 is/are S 1 (21)

and I created a new form:

QP1 or P2 being S 2 is/are S 1 (22)

The difference between multi-subject type linguistic summaries of a graph
database and relational database is data selection.

6. Results and comments

The results of the degree of truth of linguistic summaries of a graph database,
calculated by my application are presented below in the Table 1. For each sum-
mary, the evaluated degree of truth (column T) and the form of the summary (col-
umn "Summary form"), are provided.
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Table 1: Sample summaries with evaluated a degree of truth for different summary
forms.

No. Summary T Summary form

1.
Complaints which have been made by

older Americans received
a timely response

0,99 Summary of Dependencies

2.

Complaints which have been made by
older Americans received

a timely response for
the benefit of the customer

0,99 Summary of Dependencies

3.

Complaints which have been made by
younger people received

a response for without benefit
of the customer

0,99 Summary of Dependencies

4.
In summer, many of complaints

which have been made by
military received a timely response

0,80 Summary of Dependencies

5.
A few complaints which have been

made by the military received
a response for benefit of the customer

0,88

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

6.
Most of the complaints which have been

made by elderly Americans
have been sent by phone

0,68

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

7. Very few complaints have been
made throughout the phone 0,73

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

8.
In the summer, about half

of the complaints were sent by
the client over the network

0,79

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

9.

In winter a few complaints
made by the clients

received a timely response
with benefit for clients.

0,25

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

10.

In the summer many complaints
made by the customers

received a timely response
with benefit for customers.

0,80

Linguistic summaries
for one subject

of graph databases:
author’s method

11.

In summer many complaints
made by older Americans or

elderly people received
a timely response with
the benefit for clients.

0,19
Author’s method:

multi-subject type linguistic summaries
of graph databases

12.
In the spring a few complaints

made by younger people or
grown-up society were sent by Web

0,24
Author’s method:

multi-subject type linguistic summaries
of graph databases

13.

In spring a few complaints
made by younger people

over the Web compared to
grown-up society

0,35
Author’s method:

multi-subject type linguistic summaries
of graph databases
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According to expert opinion, the results are intuitively correct.
Newly proposed multi-subject summaries of graph databases do not exclude

the older forms but can be used together with them, to improve and extend the
process of extracting and representing knowledge from large datasets.

For the sentences "Complaints which have been made by older Americans re-
ceived a timely response", "Complaints which have been made by older Americans
received a timely response for the benefit of the customer" and "Complaints which
have been made by younger people received a response for without benefit of the
customer" achieved the greatest degree of truth of 0,99.

Figure 3: Example summary "In summer, most of the complaints made by cus-
tomers received a timely response with benefit for clients" with calculated the de-
gree of truth [0,99]. The sentence is considered to be true (TRUE).

where

• Complaints with the holiday period a qualifier (W). For the holiday period,
they were adopted months: June, July, and August,

• the most – linguistic quantifier (Q). Expert assumed that most it more than
0.80,

• complaint - subject (P),

• with benefit - a quantifier (Q). Selected were answers that were considered
with benefit for the customer, for example. "Culminating with monetary re-
lief" or "completed with the help of non-pecuniary."

7. Conclusions and future work

One purpose of the publication was to verify the effectiveness and efficiency
of the graph model by performing operations on a large number of data. The av-
erage response time for any of the queries for the database including 3, 31, 892
vertices, edges and 1, 414, 085 and 329, 304 labels lasted about 2 ms. In the case
of very complex queries, they obtained a quick response. It can be concluded that
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the graph model is very efficient.
Another of the goals was to check the current state of knowledge in this field.

Unfortunately, it is small. The above-mentioned doctoral [18] dissertation is cur-
rently one of the few sources of knowledge on the subject.

The use of linguistic summaries significantly improves knowledge manage-
ment. This is a result of the transfer of a clear, brief and understandable informa-
tion for all.

It has been proven that the Summary of Dependencies has been implemented
and applied in an appropriate way.Analyzed, it established and created a new
method of summary graph databases: Multi-Subject Type Linguistic Summaries
of graph databases. It has been found empirically that it is possible to use multi-
subject type linguistic summaries in graph databases.

It is possible to further pursue studies through:

• use of other quality measures of linguistic summaries in graph databases
other than yet;

• execution linguistic summaries on another non relational database.
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